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Sticky knowledge progression Design Technology 

Year   Sticky Knowledge Vocabulary 
1 Designing and making A design is a drawing of what you would like to make. 

 

drawing designer idea draw label choose 

cut, shape, join finish develop model 

Superhero mask 

 

A template is a shape that can be drawn round template 

Moon buggy 

 

An axle is a rod that allows a wheel to rotate 

Axles can be fixed or free 

There are different ways to hold axles 

Vehicle wheel axle axle-holder chassis body  

assemble cut join shape  

fixed free mechanism rotate 

hole punch cutting mat dowel fixers vice handsaw  

Superfood recipe 

 

Food comes from plants and animals 

Food has to be farmed, grown or caught 

Food can be sorted into 5 food groups: fruit and 

vegetables, dairy, protein, sugars and fats; 

carbohydrates 

The Eatwell plate helps you plan a balanced meal 

Everyone should eat at least 5 portions of fruit and 

vegetables a day 

I should wash my hands carefully before handling food 

recipe diet taste flavour ingredients juice 

Healthy diet Eatwell plate superfood 

clean germs hygiene hygienic  

sugar fats protein energy  vitamins fibre calcium 

nutrients 

Fruit vegetables pulses cereals meat fish dairy 

salad fresh 

cut peel grate slice mix chop blend core  

knife grater spoon jug apron 

names of fruit and vegetables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year   Sticky Knowledge Vocabulary 
2 Designing and making A mock-up is a model of something you plan to make Mock-up  function materials components 

generate instructions improve test pupose  

Levers  Levers are mechanisms 

Levers can make things move 

Be able to name objects that have levers 

 

Lever pivot pull push  

fasten join 

Hole punch split pin  

Sliders Sliders are mechanisms 

Sliders can make things move 

A slider is a rigid bar which moves backwards and forwards  

along a straight line 

A bridge can keep a slider in place or control movement 

slider direction balance movement order 

sequence 

 

sewing Fabric can be joined by sewing 

 

 

Product weave method sew textile fabric 

 

 

Freestanding structures 
Eg playground furniture, bridge 

for Billy goats gruff 

build  

exploring how they can be made stronger, stiffer and more 

stable 

Cut fold join fix structure tower framework weak 

strong base top underneath side edge surface  

Metal wood plastic  Construct  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year   Sticky Knowledge Vocabulary 
3 Designing , making and 

evaluating 

An annotated sketch is a drawing that include labels of 

something I’d like to make. 

Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to 

perform practical tasks accurately 

Annotated sketch investigate analyse design brief 

user purpose    functional 

Scrumdiddliumptious Understand the principles of a healthy and varied diet 

Know that the bridge and claw technique is a safe way to 

chop 

Know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, 

reared, caught and processed. 

food technology  

criteria evaluation research analyse   

healthy, varied diet balanced carbohydrate diet 

dairy protein texture taste preference 

savoury seasonality hygienic  

edible grown reared caught fresh frozen processed 

seasonal harvested  

names of utensils 

Shell structures 

 

Apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and 

reinforce more complex structures 

Production  packaging  

Measure mark out shell structure nets cube cuboids 

3D score tabs assemble accurate recycle 

corrugated font lettering text graphics  

Levers and linkages  

 

Mechanical systems have an input and a process 

Know that a lever produces movement 

A lever is a stiff bar which moves around a pivot 

A pivot can be loose or fixed 

Linkages are strips that join one or more levers to produce 

different kinds of movement 

input output mechanism, lever, linkage, design brief, 

generate, loose/fixed pivot, guide/bridge, system,  

Sewing 
(purse/wallet      soft toy/mascot      

apron     fashion accessory     

beach bag      shoe bag      pencil 

case )       

Know that sewing can securely join two pieces of fabric 

together.  

Know that patterns can be used  

Know that a seam allowance should be included.  

Know that a 3D textile product can be assembled from 2 

identical fabric shapes. 

 

Fabric, names of fabrics, fastening, zip, button, 

finishing technique,  templates, stitch, seam, seam 

allowance  

pattern pieces 

 

 

 

 



Year   Sticky Knowledge Vocabulary 
4 Designing , making and 

evaluating 

A prototype is a detailed working model of something I’d like 

to make 

Know about engineers that have created ground-breaking 

products 

Prototype  investigate analyse evaluate  

Modify function appeal generate function fit-for-

purpose pivot adapt 

User purpose innovate  

   

Electrical systems 
Siren for a toy car, reading light, 

illuminated sign, torch, hands-free 

head lamp, 

A push-to-make switch  is off while the button is pushed but on 

when the button is released 

A push-to-make switch allows electricity to flow when you 

push the switch but the circuit is broken when you release the 

button 

A circuit is a path through which electricity passes  

A conductor allows an electrical current to pass through 

A series circuits allows me to incorporate switches, bulbs, 

buzzers and motors in my products  

Series circuit connection toggle switch push-to- make 

switch push to break switch battery  bulb bulb holder 

wire insulator conductor crocodile clip purpose 

buzzer wire stripper 

Input device output device  

Structures- bridges 

 

Know there are different types of bridge 

Know that a pulley is a mechanism that can produce 

movement  

Know that a pulley can allow a smaller force to have a 

greater effect 

Reinforce strengthen pulley downwards pull looped 

rope  

Food: Celebrating culture Know how to prepare and cook a variety of savoury dishes 

from a different culture 

Know that different food is available in different parts of the 

world 

  

Cultural preferences Festival celebration diversity  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year   Sticky Knowledge Vocabulary 
5 Designing , making and 

evaluating 
An exploded view drawing is a diagram, picture or 

technical drawing of an object, that shows the 

relationship or order of assembly of various parts 

Computer-aided design design criteria 

Design specification consumer awareness final 

product step-by-step recipe improvements exploded 

diagrams  design decisions, functionality, innovation, 

authentic, user, purpose, design specification, design 

brief 

Food 

 

Bread, pizza savoury 

biscuits savoury scones 

savoury muffins cereal 

snack  

Ingredients may be sourced from the UK or overseas 

The purpose of kneading bread is to strengthen the gluten  

Yeast is a micro-organism that makes bubbles of carbon 

dioxide when mixed with sugar, flour and warm water 

Kneading strengthens the gluten  

Know about chefs that have created ground-breaking 

products 

Know that certain chefs have promoted seasonality 

Yeast dough flour wholemeal leavened unleavened 

gluten spice herb  

nutrition 

seasonality allergy special dietary need 

utensils  

knead stir pour roll out shape sprinkle crumble 

organic locally-sourced fair trade 

vehicles 

Pulleys and gears 
fairground ride with gears or 

pulleys e.g. carousel, Ferris wheel            

controllable toy vehicle with 

gears or pulleys   

Know there are different ways to hold axles 

Understand and use gears in their products 

Know that mechanical and electrical systems have an input, 

process and an output. 

 Know that gears and pulleys can be used to speed up, slow 

down or change the direction of movement. 

Mechanism component stable mechanical system 

cross section  

pulley, drive belt, gear, rotation, spindle, driver, 

follower, ratio, transmit, axle, motor  

circuit, switch, circuit diagram  

annotated drawings,  

mechanical system, electrical system, input, process, 

output   

Structures 

(Marble run) 

Know how to strengthen stiffen and reinforce complex 

structures 

 

strengthen stiffen reinforce freestanding support 

sturdy 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year   Sticky Knowledge Vocabulary 
6 Designing , making and 

evaluating 

Know about inventors that have created ground-breaking electrical 

systems and components 

Pictorial representation step-by-step plan functional 

product respond to changes initial design 

specification needs of intended user design 

decision 

sewing Know that different sizes require a different pattern  

Know how to place a pattern to avoid wasting fabric  

Know that a seam allowance is required 

Know there is a range  of stitches eg blanket stich, running stitch,  

backstitch, oversewing 

Pattern pieces characteristics aesthetic qualities  

functional qualities specifications wrong side  

Running stitch blanket stich applique fleece cutting 

line sewing line seam allowance 

Applique embroider fray seam  

More complex electrical 

systems  

Eg vehicle alarm security 

lighting system automatic 

nighlight electrical board 

game  

Know there different types of circuits: parallel and series 

Know components such as bulbs buzzers and motors need a battery 

to work 

Know that the brightness of a bulb is associated with the voltage. 

Know that batteries come in different voltages which indicate their 

power 

Know that conductors allow electricity to flow through them whereas 

insulators do not allow electricity to flow  

Some components e.g. buzzers and light emitting diodes (LEDs) need 

to be connected the right way round in a circuit, ensuring positive 

and negative match the poles of the battery. 

electrical systems bulb battery inventors series 

circuit  parallel circuit switch insulator conductor 

component circuit symbol input device output 

device flowchart diodes 

interface system program automatic circuit 

diagram  

Food : health and nutrition Know that food is imported from different parts of the world 

Food contains nutrients, water and fibre that are needed to be 

healthy  

A healthy diet involves eating the right types of nutrients in the right 

amounts. 

A recipe can be adapted by adding or substituting one or more 

ingredients 

 

carbohydrate protein vitamins nutrition rationing 

nutrients 

heart-healthy import export 

Mechanisms: cams A cam mechanism is made up of three components: a cam, slider 

and follower.   

The mechanism causes components to move.   

Cams can be made out of metal, plastic or wood. 

There are different types of cams which create different movements. 

Round snail eccentric egg-shaped ellipse hexagon 

component slider follower 

Linear movement rotary movement  

 

 

 

 



Year  Main topics Term Context  Term 

1 Superfood recipe 

Superhero mask 

Aut 2 

 

  

Moon buggy Spring 1    

Design and make a musical 

instrument 

Summer 1   

2 Levers     

Sliders    

    

3 Fruit smoothies Autumn 1 Scrumdiddliumptious  

structures    

Levers and linkages  

Pneumatic systems can create 

movement 

Mechanical systems have an 

input a process 

   

4     

Mexican feast Autumn 2   

switches    

Design and make a clock Spring 2   

5  Autumn 2   

Bread/ Pizza making    

Marvellous marble run    

6 Designing and sewing gloves/ a 

hat 

Autumn 2   

WW2 cooking 

Heart-healthy recipes 

 

   

Designing an electrical board 

game 

   

 



 



 



 

 

year Mechanisms Food  Structures Electrical 

control 

Textiles Environments 

1 Sliders and 

levers 

Preparing fruit and 

vegetables 

Eatwell plate 

Peeling cutting 

and grating 

Free standing 

structures can 

be made 

stronger stiffer 

and more 

stable 

   

2 Wheels and 

axles 

Food comes from 

plants and animals 

  A 3D textile 

product can 

be 

 



Food ingredients 

can be combined 

according to their 

sensory 

characteristics 

assembled 

from 2 

identical 

fabric 

shapes. 

Templates 

and joining 

3 Levers and 

linkages  

Pneumatic 

systems can 

create 

movement 

Mechanical 

systems have 

an input a 

process 

Healthy , varied 

and balanced 

diets 

Peel chop slice 

grate 

Food provides 

energy for the 

body 

Food products can 

be fresh frozen pre-

cooked or 

processed 

 and an 

output 

How to 

program a 

computer to 

control their 

product 

 

2D shape to 

3D product 

 

4  Culture 

Use a heat source 

How to make 

strong stiff Shell 

structures ( 

nets) 

Simple 

circuits and 

structures 

can be 

added to 

create 

functional 

products 

  

5 Cams, 

pulleys and 

gears create 

movement 

Seasonality 

Recipes can be 

adapted to 

change the 

appearance taste 

texture aroma 

Food is processed 

into ingredients 

Frame 

structures 

How to 

reinforce and 

strengthen a 

3D framework 

Use 

construction 

kits 

How to 

program a 

computer to 

monitor 

changes in 

the 

environment 

and control 

their products 

  



that can be eaten 

or used in cooking. 

Knead bake 

Chefs who have 

created ground 

breaking products 

 

6 Cams?  Range of 

techniques 

Seasonality 

Food contains 

nutrients, water 

and fibre that are 

needed to be 

healthy  

A recipe can be 

adapted by 

adding or 

substituting one or 

more ingredients 

More complex 

structures 

More 

complex 

circuits can 

be used to 

create 

functional 

products 

A 3d textile 

products 

can be 

made form 

a 

combination 

of shapes 

Combining 

fabric 
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